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The Massive Overcontact Binary (MOB) Model
(Marchant et al. 2016; also de Mink & Mandel 2016a,b)

• initial homogeneous evolution is enforced by tidal locking

in a very close massive binary (de Mink et al. 2009)

• needs to avoid binary widening by stellar wind mass loss

→ requires low metallicity

• most systems pass through contact phase on main

sequence

→ evolution drives systems towards mass ratio of 1

Model Description

• uses latest MESA code (Paxton et al. 2015)

• with binary evolution fully implemented (Marchant)

• mass loss:

⊲ Vink (2001) ×1/3 (H-rich), Hamann (1995) (no H)

⊲ Ṁ ∝ Z0.85
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depends on metallicity-dependent stellar winds
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Cosmological Simulations of
BH+BH Mergers in the MOB

Scenario
Lise du Boisson, Podsiadlowski1

• use full cosmological simulations to

simulate rates of GW sources as a

function of z and Z (plus LGRBs,

PISNe)

• simulations by Taylor & Kobayashi

(2014)

⊲ self-consistent hydrodynamical

simulations with star formation, SN

and AGN feedback, and chemical

enrichment

⊲ fit key observables, such as the

galaxy mass-metallicity relations,

metallicity gradients, etc.

1
: plus Kobayashi, Taylor, Marchant,

Langer, Tauris, Mandel, de Mink

Based on Taylor & Kobayashi (2014)



du Buisson et al. (2017)

• form massive BH+BH systems (∼> 25M⊙)

• at very low metallicity (Z⊙/50): bimodal mass distribution with systems below and

above pair-instability supernova (PISN) gap (no BH formation)

• very massive BH+BH mergers can be detected with aLIGO if they merge at low

redshift (prediction: 140yr−1 below and 14yr−1 above)

→ probe massive stellar evolution throughout the Universe
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Main properties (simplest version)

• produces relatively massive black holes (∼> 25M⊙)

• requires low metallicity (∼< 1/10Z⊙)

• mass ratio close to one (∼> 0.9)

• range of spins (not necessarily high), close to align-

ment with orbit

• predicted aLIGO rate is high (150 yr−1) with 10%

of mergers above the PISN gap



Uncertainties and Complications

• binary properties at low Z

• assumptions about rotationally induced mixing

(generally not observationally tested)

• stellar wind mass loss and its Z dependence

⊲ note: slow winds with tidal coupling could

make systems shrink rather than widen →

MOB model could work at higher Z

• effects of supernova mass loss and kicks

→ mis-alignment of spin and eccentricity

⊲ black-hole X-ray binaries:

- black holes are often mis-aligned and mostly

not spinning with a ≃ 1

- alignment, high spins for more massive black

holes?

→ tests show the model is robust to these
uncertainties



Observational Counterparts/Tests

VFTS 352

• most massive overcontact binary known

• M1 ≃ M2 ≃ 30M⊙, Porb = 1.12d

HD 5989 (SMC)

• double He-star binary with M1 = 66M⊙,

M2 = 61M⊙, Porb = 19.3d

• well reproduced by our models

IC10 X-1, NGC 300 X-1

• massive black-hole binaries with Porb ≃ 1.5d

(MBH > 23/20M⊙, M2 ≃ 35/36M⊙)

• good counterparts for Z = Z⊙/20 models



Ultraluminous X-ray sources
(ULXs) from chemically
homogeneous evolution

(Marchant+ 2017)

• ULXs have luminosities > 1039 erg/s

• probably stellar BH binaries (not

intermediate-mass BHs) with

super-Eddington radiation (plus

beaming?)

• optical counterpart problem: massive

optical counterparts require more

massive black holes (∼ 50M⊙)

(Madhusudhan et al. 2008)

• for mass ratios q ≃ 0.1− 0.4

⊲ massive black holes with massive

companion

rate: up to ∼ 2 (per SFR [M⊙/yr])

⊲ metallicity dependent

⊲ lead to the formation of NS+BH

binaries
Marchant, Langer, Podsiadlowski+ (2017)
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Conclusions and Future Outlook

• present aLIGO rate: 1 every 2 weeks (?); future rate:

1 every day or 2 (?)

• all three main channels may be at work (interesting

rates)

• distinguish between different models based on

⊲ BH+BH chirp mass distribution

⊲ mass ratios

⊲ spins and their alignments

⊲ ratio of NS+NS to BH+BH mergers

⊲ host galaxies (if possible)

• MOB Prediction: aLIGO should discover mergers of

intermediate-mass black holes (Mtot ∼ 200− 300M⊙)


